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Also, I think that my views about cheating in computer games are similar to views about
cheating in sports. Unlike cheating in computer games, cheating in sports is almost entirely
morally and intellectually bankrupt. For some reason, people have this bizarre notion that
cheating in sports is fine, even though it generally just means an athlete isnt playing his
best game, something that happens all the time anyway. Just like the existence proof of
mechanical and chemical cheating in sports, the existence proof of cheating in computer
games points to a much bigger problem, which is cheating in other fields. For example,

consider the recent phenomenon of university professors cheating on exams. Usually the
only reason to cheat is to not play your best game and still do ok. But in the modern

context, the principle of cheating isnt to play the best game possible, but to win at all costs.
Most people would consider cheating in university exams morally bankrupt, but theyre

actively ok with cheating in business, politics, and in the military. And just in case you do
add cheat codes for even more resources than you already got, I suppose youd need to

make the cheat a priority game scenario, since resources dont need to be stationary-they
dont even need to be consistent. And from a game designers standpoint, it should be a big
deal to make a rare scenario like a cheat. (Also, I think there would be a limit to what kind
of cheat you could make in terms of actually changing the game- for example you couldnt

just run the game as an AI on one of your PCs and start cheating with it, because that
would just be running an AI on one of your PCs that isnt playing as you) The reason I think
making a priority game scenario like a cheat should be a big deal is that its an awesome

way to advertise your game.
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